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Or evaluate primary sensor performances of school. If you’re qualified and selected, we’ll pay 
multimillion dollar satellites? 75% of your tuition. Those with special 

Or manage millions of dollars a year in qualifications can even study full time, at no cost. 
defense contracts? So plug into the Air Force. Because when it 

The Air Force, that’s who. comes to technology, the Air Force can help you 
If you’re a talented, motivated electrical achieve great sophistication at a very tender age. 

engineer or plan to be, you don’t have to wait to For more information contact your local Air 
work with the newest, most sophisticated Force recruiter, or call our Engineer Hotline 
technology around. toll-free 1-800-531-5826 (in Texas 

You can do it now, as an Air Force officer 1-800-292-5366). Better yet, send your resume to 
working as an electrical engineer. HRS/RSAANE, Randolph AFB, TX 78150. 

Don’t get us wrong. We don’t hand it to you There’s no obligation. 
on a silver platter. You have to work for it. Hard. 

But if you do, we’ll give you all the 
responsibility you can handle. And reward you well AIM iis 
for taking it. 

You'll get housing, medical and dental care — AIR FORCE 
and excellent pay that increases as you rise in rank. 

Plus there are opportunities to attend graduate A great place for engineers
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Editorial 
hi i ie ea §$Word From Our Readers 

e ° 
Climbing the Tree of Progress Pah ad ea, 

Regarding your October’83 article, “Rainy 

By Scott Paul economy. We use up natural resources Days and Nuclear War,” it is this kind of 
asfastaswecanlocatethem. Wedothis  defeatist attitude that keeps the people of the 

A lotof the things people dodon’tseem because we pursue growth for its own world from making a difference. As citizens 

tomakea lot of sense. And when youlook sake; progress. Since 1940, the produc- of this country and this planet, we have the 

back through history you find the trade- tion of electrical power has doubled right and the responsibility to do what we can 
Sees e ¢ : fi to improve our situation. This responsibility 

mark of civilized man is that he tends to every ten years. This can’t go on forever. is not selfish pre-occupation with our im- 

respond rashly in situations which It is likely that the mismanagement mediate environment, where results can be 

should require a lot of careful considera- and poor planning of today’s society will seen and felt right away, but commitment to 

tion before taking action. He has aten- makeitimpossible for future societiesto changing the way our friends, lawmakers 

deney to do things just because he is enjoy all the technological marvels that and everyone else perceive the dire straights 

capable of them--not because he has a_ we foresee for them. We will find that we are in. It’s time to stop being “poor sick 

good reason to do so. future societies will be forced by our  “ollege boys” and become strong people who 

The Redwood and Sequoia trees of negligence and carlessness to shape make strong changes. 3 

California are renowned for their size. their behavior and thinking around cor- sincere i 

They stand as impressive monuments to teve Ruth HCE 

the power of nature to nurture life. Dear Mr. Ruth: 
These massive trees inspire awe and By the same logic I might say that it is a 

respect in the hearts of people who stand selfish preoccupation to want to go traipsing 
quietly next to these ancient symbols of off on some idealistic crusade to save the 

life and power. When, then, did men find Mit 5 MRE sea ladied atte then ad oe ae eae it necessary to build his roads so that oe Kien Oye. 4 : : le Sureeing COTS BPP RC RTI, 
. te y an S\N time trying to! 

they Dass right through these living rae ON we Z 4 f ye my vines om viidlsel ardatel But teint 
towers? Yes! We have roads that go , Sat Ne (rr effort would be better spent doing things that 
through tunnels that were bored aon be Nie ee I know will accomplish some good. Ask abum 
through trees which were hundreds of v ma es mh» K ® on State St. what worries him more, social 

years old before Columbus arrived. I’ve ON Sey cae | injustices in foreign lands, the impending 
never heard of anything so ridiculous. f L ‘ a) Ne ! threat of nuclear destruction, or getting a hot 
Why do we do it to them? Just because . DAR ‘ meal in his belly? Tilting at windmills is a 

they are there. . Pa ME nice hobby if you've got lots of time and don’t 

Many of the purposes for which elec- Agen ee rad posing: I tend to think that working in 
tricity is used seem equally absurd. In ES ex A Ne the here and now is more productive, 
big cities we find electricity used for L eb ae Ns oe Sincerely, 
obnoxious advertising, to raise high- arn: ba on Scott Paul 
speed elevators to ridiculous heights, “So 9 Vee Dear Editor: 
and to air-condition buildings. We use Many prospective engineering students are 
huge amounts of electricity to cool rooms intimidated by the high grade point require- 

when the same end could be achieved by ments for admission in engineering depart- 
designing buildings more carefully, or ments. Their natural concern lies not with 
by opening windows. learning so much as achieving the grade 

Modern society seems to be having a point. Many students take courses for which 

love affair with electricity. We even they are over-qualified simply to get a high 
. C 4 mark. Some drop down to lower level courses 

tend to measure the progress of our recting damage to the environment, that they have already taken in high school. 
society by the amount of electricity we rather than focusing on growth. Still others may take courses that are labelled 
produce. Why do we use so much power? This should not happen, and it doesn’t as “blow-offs” to achieve a high grade. The 
Because we can. necessarily have to. We are not slaves to question to be asked is, would these people 

Pre-industrial societies interacted growth. And wecandefine progress any take such classes if there were no grade point 
with nature in acreative manner. They way we darn well please. I’masking you Verage requirements? _ : 
drained swamps, cleared river banks, to look atyour own definition of progress __ The students with the highest grade point 
built roads and cities--always using and see if it fits your idea of what we pyctaes may vot be the most qualified. The 
nature, but leaving something new and __ should be working for. If it doesn’t, then homesth Pai von at alt relevant aniirne: 
useful in place of what was taken away. change your definition of progress. attaining a high end point nierape: With. 

Our modern industrial society, on the Changes aren’t progress unless they are _ out this emphasis, learning becomes a secon- 
other hand, is based on an extractive the changes you want. dary objective of many engineering students. 
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An alternative to grade average require- production runs, while most civilian 
ments is to allow direct adilsbiantto the var- By John Wengler products must be cost effective and de- 
ious degree granting programs. Every other ‘ signed for mass production. 
Big Ten University admits students directly It’s all there, right outside the inter- The engineer’s management skills can 
into degree granting programs such asengi- viewing rooms. Happy faces of content also become over-specialized in the de- neering or business. These universities have engineers, slick andshiny products, and _ fense industry. “Defense firms face 
adie foie Gee termsof Madison Avenue prosejumprightoutof limited competition, often operate on a 
Admitting students directly from high Fe ee ae ea Nie na cost-plus-fixed-fee basis, and have a 

school lessens some of the aforementioned @ work forthe; de ense Industry. ut government bureaucracy ay 2. buss 
perils of grade point requirements. It allows these brochures paint an incomplete tomer. Used to such conditions, a 
astudenttoseriously consider amajor within Portrait of defense employment; they defense engineer would find the transi- 
the college of acceptance. Grade point re- 0Nly show the silver linings of a career _ tion into the civilian economy a difficult 
quirements, however, make future planning usually clouded by job-secrecy, over- one. 
much more difficult because thestudentdoes specialization, and transfer problems. Politics also have an impact upon a 
not know whether or not he will be admitted. To broaden the job-hunting student’s defense engineer’s career. Defense con- 

In essence, the University of Wisconsin is understanding of the defense industry,a tract volume oscillates with the mood of 
le riot ‘} group called the High Technology Pro- the nation. The Reagan Administration 

Tishisshbals cae Onite otha Vee Hite fessionals for Peace (HTPFP) has pub- is a boon for defense contractors, but a 
bre justas many variations in eolrseshere as lished a four-color pamphlet titled “Are — non-militaristic president in the future 
in the high schools. You Considering a Job in the Defense could bust many firms. In fact, the bro- 

If the college of engineering wanted to Industry?’* The purpose of the pam-  chure reports that following the opposi- 
admit the best qualified students, then it phletistosuggest questions for students tion to Vietnam in the early 1970's, 
would require them to take thesame courses _to ask recruiters during interviews. If “approximately 10,000 engineers and 
before being admitted. Alternatively, the unsatisfied with the recruiter's answers, __ scientists were laid off in Massachusetts college would require an admission test.Per- the student may avoid choosing the alone!” 
eres thea ent es shenid te wrong career. : Of course, once laid off, the problems 
look for a more equitable policy. P _ Company brochures do not discuss the outlined above compound. If the indus- 

Bincerely dingy Eien beoregellion the pos a MGR ae ee fe ustry. Even before getting the job, an _ laid-off workers would have difficulty 
sues applicant is subject to a complete per- finding re-employment with another 

Dear Mr, Gupta: sonal investigation. The person must defense firm. If the worker is let go 
Your main concern is well-founded. The Provide a full account of employment because she/he is too over-specialized or 

engineering college does require excessively and residence during the past 15 years. complains of excessive secrecy, other 
high grade points of the students it admits The applicant must also reveal whether defense firms will probably avoid hiring 
into engineering programs. However, the she/he hadever beenamember ofanyof that person. Civilian companies will also 
gpative sousvenyt areevenmoreunfair “over 300 ceeerleaticn eae te be wary of hiring a former defense 
and impractical. list compiled in the 1950’s by the U.S. engineer. (The HTPFP runs an employ- 

The fact remains that many more students Attorney General.” ment agency that is dedicated to relocat- 
ane tees Sarath pein = Once on the job, the engineer is sub- ing defense cnvinaera it the civilian sec- accepted tothe programs. Giventhevestt oct orentrictionsunegualiedinthecv- tr) Buc even wieh HIPRD acretaree 
mean that some students are denied admis- ‘lian sector. Often a designer will be the engineers still have difficulty find- 
sion to the engineering programs based on Unaware of what a project will be used ing jobs. 
their high school record. The present policy for, let alone be allowed to discuss the The HTPFP brochure concludes with 
at least gives every student achance to prove project at home, conventions, or in pub- a list of questions meant for recruiters. 
oD the same envlbonnients with the lished papers. “ eich peition ee Some examples include: Specifically 
same objective in mind. i the professional exchange needed to what project will I be working on? Can 

engineering eouraee such as caleulus, phys. SCC abreast with the latest technolo. you provideme with figures on employee 
: : . a tat . ’ urnover: ese questions anc e an- 

nile der 9 Gad ena aves brochure explains, “secrecy shields the _ swers they generate will fill in the gaps 
in the schedule to “pad” the grade point. Your individual from self-criticism. Partici- left by the recruiters’ sales pitch and 
success in this first year of schooling isafar Pation, even if indirectly, in the devel- company brochure. Then, fully edu- 
better indicator of your potential as anengi- opment of weapons systems carries a cated, the student can choose (or avoid) a 
neer than a single admission test. unique responsibility.” career path which may be too difficult to 

It’s unfortunate that the engineering school Within the defense industry,engineers alter in the future. Oo 
admission policies are this tough, but they can become technically over-specialized. 
are not unfair. A serious roe at es ae ie Weapons design is inherently different *Copies of the pamphlet can be inspected a away from other designs since weapons must at the Wisconsin Engineer Magazine 

Sineeraly operate in the extreme conditions of a office or can. be obtained (for a $1 fee) 
Betsy Priem halle enyeteacntent ‘i meiagaieet i Fame or H ve ae eee Room 
Editor often enjoy open budgets and limi 316, Cambridge, 2139. 
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e Campus Research: From Superbike 

to Breathing Underwater 
La a a OO TW CS OE | 

By Russ Wasserman fessor Robert W. Heins hope that com- Breathing,” under the direction of Pro- 

According to the 1982-83 Engineer- puter simulation of laws, federal tax fessor Ali A. Seireg, concentrates prim- 

ing Annual Report, over 17 million dol- codes, and inflation rates will lead to a arily on developing naval breathing sys- 

lars will be spent on research projects better understanding of the effects of tems and improving the performance of 
throughout the UW Engineering De- these measures on mine profitability. existing equipment. Some of the devices 
partment. The Engineering Experi- A current research project inthefield which have considerable potential for 
ment Station will receive the most of biomedical engineering is “Wheel- . 
money, followed closely by the Nuclear chair Activity Monitor for Patients with iy er ‘ hl a 

Engineering Department. Spinal Cord Injuries” under the direc- || |Ua ten C Te 
The ’82-83 expenditure isone half mil- tion of Professor WillisJ. Tumpkinsand | a tan, 

lion dollars more than last year’s, and Professor Robert M. Jones. One of the lj mn, Jen Botts 
nearly three million more than the ’80- most serious complications with this 4 . : i Shee: 
81 expenditure. This annual increase type of injury is tissue breakdown hey mee fe es 
has been the trend for past years and caused by sitting for long periods with- ' r| Se : Paes - 
should also continue for ’83-84 according out pressure relief. Complications re- [J ie \ a Ne 

to Dean Coberly, Executive Director of sulting from tissue breakdown can Sah a —* -\S 
the Engineering Experiment Station. result in hospitalization. In order to Ce el, of As 

The topics of research span every prevent pressure-induced breakdown, po a A 
facetof engineering, from “Elastic Satel- the patients must relieve pressure on a ._ ay : : _ t: — 
lite and Space Station Dynamics” regular basis by shifting their weight, — Fo : fad y 

(Engineering Mechanics) to “Thermal or if the use of arms is not impaired, a ae 4 | — va 
Regulation of Scuba Diving” (Mechani- pushing their bodies up. o\ ee : AS 

cal Engineering). Some projects last for This project aims to develop a micro- ca! tse pec | ‘i 
only one academic semester whileothers processor-based device that monitors 

continue on for several years. body shifts in the wheelchair and stores Craig Cornelius goes for a workout in 

The federal government sponsors this information. The device has an Prof. Seirig'’s motion cycle simulator 

many of the projects, suchas“Computer alarm to remind the patient and fits that measures the efficiency of over 

Simulation of the Effect of Wisconsin completely under the wheelchair. This 2000 pedaling trajectories. 

Mining Tax on Mine Profitability,” a monitor will provide the therapist with, ——————________ 
sige a ee ee evelopment ane: smorkels epee m 

i ‘ providing a continuous supply of fres 

Engineering Research Expenditures 1982-83 air without surfacing, high efficiency 

Each unit represents $1000 Graduate air regulators capable of operating at 

University Research Federal Business & School different temperature conditions with 
Department Budget Grants Govt. Foundations Research = TOTAL rebreathing options, light weight diving 
Chemical 60 0 1023 627 214 1925 tanks, and lighter control systems for 

Civil & Environmental 117 95 561 94 87 952 chemical breathing equipment. This 
Electrical & Computer 89 0 1994 433 237 2753 project is in the Mechanical Engineer- 

Engineering Mechanics 22 0 161 28 32 243 ing Department and is sponsored by the 

Industrial 62 0 838 320 74 1294 Sea Grant program. . a 

Mechanical 131 0 713 547 108 1500 . Prof. Seirig is also studying the De- 

Metallurgical & Mineral 22 4 4160 430 171 1487 sign of Mechanisms for Optimal Bicy- 

Nuclear 182 0 2941 302 16 3441 cling.” This project investigates the 

Eng. Experiment Station 1629 4 657 1362 44 3696 human-machine interaction in bicycling 

and develops procedures for the opti- 

TOTALS 2316 102. 10048 3843 982 17291 mum design of pedal mechanisms to 

a a ee © IN niMmize thehuMman etontinlong dura: 

current Metallurgical and Mineral quick information as to how the patient _ tion bicycling. 
Engineering Department research pro- is progressing with learring how to These projects are just a few of over 

ject. Sponsored by the U.S. Department _ relieve pressure. This device would be- 700 projects under study this year. Fora 

of Health and Welfare, the researchers come extremely important when a pa- complete summary of all research pro- 

use computers to simulate the effects of _ tient is first learning to tolerate sitting jects and statistics concerning expendi- 

two controversial tax laws that concern after prolonged bedrest. tures, see the College of Engineering 

ore deposits in Northern Wisconsin. Another project, “Life Support Equip- Annual Report 1982-83, available from 
Professor Rodolfe de la Cruz and Pro- ment for Shallow and Deep Underwater the Dean’s office. o 
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Taki Look 
Inside the Reactor 
SLL aU CSU I UN ROTOR) 

By Scott Paul Ina Boiling Water Reactor the water _ efficiently it needs to use fuel that con- 

around the core is kept at a lower pres- tains at least 2.5 percent U-235. The 

. sure so that steam is generated within process of enrichment begins by react- 

When someone mentions nuclear the reactor vessel itself. Again, nowater ing uranium with flourine to get UF, 
power at adinner party heis likely toget that has been in contact with radioactive which is a gas. The molecules which 
quite a few different reactions from materials leaves the reactor. have U-235 weigh a bit less than the ones 
people. Generally these reactions range with U-238 so at any given temperature 
from vague superstition to outright fear. —~~~~~~~—__——._ they move a little faster. If a mixture of 
Most people, however, whether for or  ¢, we s is placed on onesideofa 
against nuclear power, will readily ad- Just a speck of matter can be pee two eee te molecules with U- 
mit that they don’t really understand converted into gobs and gobs 935 would pass through it faster so its 
exactly how a nuclear power plant of energy.” concentration on the other side would be 
works. . . . slightly greater. This process is repeated 

The isotope Uranium-235 is the main ———_______~__ until the desired degree of enrichment is 
fuel for a power reactor. When an atom obtained. The UF is then converted into 

of U-235 is struck by a neutron traveling In addition toservingasacoolantand UO,, a solid out of which fuel pellets for 
at a relatively slow speed the U-235 will 4 means of heat transfer, water alsoacts _ the reactors are fabricated. 
absorb the neutron and become unsta- as a moderator. The neutrons which are The fuel pellets are small, about 1.5 
ble. The unstable U-235 atom will split produced in the fission reaction are tra- cm. long, but about 240 of them go into 
into two smaller particles and it will also veling at high speeds, but neutrons that _ each fuel pin, and the reactor core con- 
release some neutrons which are capa- travel slower are needed to hit uranium __ tains about 36,000 of these pins. 
ble of starting more reactions. The sum atoms and keep the chain reaction going. A common fear among people is that a 
of the weights of the fission product is @ Fast neutrons will give off a lot of their nuclear reactor might blow up on them 
tiny bit less than the weight of the origi- energy to water atoms by colliding with like a big bomb. This can never happen. 
nal U-235 atom and neutron. That tiny them. The neutrons are said to be mod- Uranium needs to be enriched to about 
bit of matter was converted into energy; erated when they are made to travel at 90 percent U-235 to be useful in explo- 
but Einstein’s equation E=mc* states speeds which are comparable to those of _ sives, and it needs to be packed into a 
that just a speck of matter can be con- the atoms surrounding them. small volume. In a reactor the fuel is of 
verted into gobs and gobs of energy. Natural uranium contains only 0.7 toolow enrichment and too spread out to 

Some of the energy produced in the percent U-235. For a reactor to work act as an explosive. 
reaction appears in the form of gamma 
rays. Gamma rays are like the micro- Presnutiagy Turbine 

waves used to cook food, except that they Control rods () Generator 
have more energy. These are not very | j 
useful in a reactor; all that happens is ES = 

that they end up getting absorbed in the |_J ooo 
thick shield surrounding it. Most of the SAL, —= eeoting 
energy shows up in the form of kinetic pump 

energy. The fission products are moving Steam cr > 

very rapidly after the reaction. These Primary generator | 
fission products lose their kinetic energy Coolant pump’ 

by colliding with the surrounding sub- t Condenser 

stances and raising their temperature. Ls 

This thermal energy is what we use to Fuel | 
extract power from the reactor. co 

In a Pressurized Water Reactor, the comensate L | 
water is kept around the reactor core at as 
high pressure. The water runs through 
a heat exchanger where it heats up other Pressure 2250 psi H aes temperature 600 F 
water which is at a lower pressure and Feed water 
creates steam which is run through a pump 

turbine/generator system. Note that the reaswant 

water that is in direct contact with heater 
radioactive materials never leaves the 
system. Flow diagram for a Pressurized Water Reactor system. 
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Breaking Ground in 
High Protein Food 

[SLE eee) RETEST | TE 

The most serious potential accident wouldn’t even pass as dorm food.) Yet in 
that can happen is one where coolant underdeveloped countries, this paste 
around the core is lost andsome radioac- By Darci Buelow could make a dramatic difference in the 
tivity is released. A lot of highly unlikely low-protein diets of the low income 
things would have to happen in order for In the middle of the semester, most people 
this to happen. college students are wondering whether ie n has eee tant fe hades i 

or not they will make it through the rest STe' ration ile, d Rind You it a 
of their program, let alone the profes- Shek ha a iG h In d aah aa a 

what about the life that follows grad- just supplying them with food. Bruhn 

uation: a career, and finally retire- designed a plant juice protein concen- 
ment? What potential is there for trate production system that can be used 

oe) U-236 continging: research in one’s later at home. Various plants other than alf- 
years? J alfa, such as Berseme clover, can also be 

Professor Hjalmar D. Bruhn of the used in the system. 

Agricultural Engineering Dept. retired “Find Your Feet” set up atest case for 
in 1978, looked at his options and headed the system in the Baja Pennisula, Mex- 

CO for research. His current project is as _ ico, Fifty-eight children were selected to 
ey J ine dupes py progressive college make and eat the concentrate 5 days a 

student could want. week. Of these children, 56% were under- 
pe In Wisconsin, 3 million acres oflandis height and/or underweight. The meal 

Fission devoted to the production of alfalfa consisted of a tortilla spread with a red 
~C)..C + which is harvested up to 8 times a sea- bean paste and topped with the protein 

son. Storage of this plantas feed forlive- concentrate paste. 
stock is an engineering problem in itself. 

Sans Fast NN It must be stored with precisely the 
oa / neuer right ratio of moisture to dry matter. If 

this ratio is too low, spontaneous com- 

bustion could result and if it’s too high, 
Diagram of the nuclear fission the freddie at ahe and is unsuitable for “Bruhn designed a plant juice 

ivestock. : 
process: Bruhn was instrumental in develop- protein concentrate produc- 
When any unusual behavior such asa _ ing a mechanical process to dry the tion system that can be used at 

power surge is detected, boron control alfalfa so as to obtain the correct mois- home.” 
rods are automatically dropped intothe ture ratio for storage. The process, 
core. These rods absorb the neutrons known as “alfalfa juice protein concen- 
that are needed to keep the reaction trate production,” starts by chopping the 
going. The reactor is effectively shutoff. plant material and macerating or squeez- 

The problem is that the fission products _ ing the tissue to separate the juice from 
from the uranium reaction are radioac- the fiber. This leaves a silage which is After 4 months of treatment, 50% of 
tive themselves and continue to gener- 144 lb. of dry matter with 26.8 lbs. of | the boysand 18% of the girls had reached 
ate heat after the reactor is turned off. If water per 1000 Ibs. of alfalfa. normal height and weight. These results 
the reactor is not kept cool enough it is The juice that is squeezed from the have inspired Bruhn to pursue design- 
possible that the metal surrounding the alfalfa contains 48 lbs. of dry matterand ing a system which can be used without 
fuel pellets might melt. That is why 518 lbs. of water per 1000 lbs. of alfalfa. requiring electrical power. 
there are several backup systems which Bruhn realized that this juice was high Bruhn has traveled to Mexico to visit 
will pump water in to keep things cool. in protein and other valuable nutrients, the children and is able to truly appre- 
Yet even if things do get outofhand the yet was being discarded by farmerswho ciate the significance of the research 
reactor building itself can be sealed off. were separating for a silage ratio. and the direct benefits of his hard work. 

The only reason radioactivity might In Wisconsin, this high protein con- One might learn from Professor Bruhn’s 
leave the building isifthe operatorsfind  gentrate is occasionally fed to livestock fine example that you are never too old 
it necessary to release gas pressure mixed with other feed, but human con- to make valuable contributions to society 
within the building. sumption is limited because of the un- _ if you are willing to work for something 

appetizing appearance of the paste. (It you think is worthwhile. o 
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Th Ill Lec \ le 

Understanding how the in-cylinder flow of the fuel-air mixture 1s influenced 
by chamber geometry provides a key to improving engine performance. 
By applying a laser measurement technique, a researcher 
at the General Motors Research Laboratories has gained new 
insight into the behavior of the flow. 

| HE FLUID motions inside answered, the problem of how to 
Aean Velocity «i : . : 

: engine cylinders have consid- | measure the flow must be solved. 
50 ——F erable influence over the progress By applying Laser Doppler Ane- 

| | of combustion. Mixing of air and mometry (LDA), Dr. Rodney Rask, 
z fuel, combustion rate, and heat — aresearcher at the General Motors 
5 w y | | losses from the cylinder are all im- | Research Laboratories, has ob- 
= portant transport processes strong- tained detailed measurements of 
Zl) ree ns ly dependent on fluid motions. _ the flow field. 
2 The motion inside the cylinder has LDA is a technique in which 
2 20 : }— two components. Mean velocity two focused laser beams pass into 
= influences the transport of mo- — the cylinder through a quartz win- 
Ew | mentum, energy, and species on a dow. In the minute measuring re- 
a cylinder-wide scale, while the tur- gion where the laser beams cross, 

4 bulence component influences the a regular pattern of interference 
same phenomena on a local basis. __ fringes is created. As the l-micron 

0 180 360 The in-cylinder flow field depends particles, which have been added 
Crankangle, Degrees primarily on the geometry of the to the engine inlet flow, cross the 

cylinder and inlet port. Hence, de- | measurement region, they scatter 
Figure I: History of mean velocity at a single cisions made in the engine design light in the bright fringes. In Dr. 
engine location. stage exert a controlling influence Rask’s LDA system, the scattered 
Figure 2: Panoramic view of engine flow pat over the flow. But before questions light is collected by the same 
ee ee TEA iy bao lees Th about how different geometrical lenses used to focus the laser 

quadrant to its upper right quadrant. features affect the flow field can be beam, and measured by a photo- 
multiplier tube. The resulting sig- 

CRANKANGLE 105° CRANKANGLE 185° nal is processed electronically to 
erate nn determine the time it takes a par- 
Yo ~ ticle to traverse a fixed number of 
\ 7 — fringes. Since the fringe spacing is 
Ne te a known function of the laser 

/ NN \ ~~ beam crossing angle, this transit 
/ —_ \ — time provides a direct measure of 

| fs AO rey, | ty VWI an, velocity. 
\ + \\\ i} \ (eo ‘N \ During operation of the 
\ G \ i \ ©) LDA, measurements of velocity as 

\ J y \ a function of engine rotation (crank- 
\ v J % a angle) are made at a number of lo- 

s a x ~ cations within the cylinder. The in- 
We stantaneous velocity at each point 

__ _ must then be separated into mean 

wee a a a and turbulence components. The 
Lo dl J ~ simplest technique is to declare 

/ a \ / a” that the mean velocities for all 
/ “ / A \ cycles are identical and ensemble 

[ ~ \ ; \ average the data. However, this 
| t f title... i tk ARARR RY é | approach ignores the cyclic varia- 

\ # wey 1 x wre | tion in the mean velocity. Another 
\ gC) J \ ~ / technique looks at individual 

~ \ ~ / cycles and uses a variety of 
\ ~ / & ty / methods, including sophisticated 

~ v ~ - filtering, to split the instantaneous 
ee al velocity into its components. This 

CRANKANGLE 215° CRANKANGLE 255°



approach is consistent with the sion stroke. Note the strong vorti- a 
LDA measurements, which clearly cal flow, with the center of the | t 
show that the mean velocity does vortex away from the cylinder | ¢ hl 
not repeat exactly from one engine center and precessing with chang- | we | 
cycle to the next. ing crankangle. 9 ce 

Differences in the flow field By experimenting with geo- TH E _ ey vs 
from one cycle to the next can metrical variables, Dr. Rask has 4 o. 
seriously compromise engine gained new understanding of phe- MAN - ‘Sai 
efficiency. Near the end of the nomena observed in operating en- BEHIND > we. 
compression stroke, it is important gines. The resulting knowledge THE Ce a 
to maintain a consistent velocity at has guided the design and develop- 4 eos oe ie 
key cylinder locations (e.g., at a ment of new engines with a mini- WORK ABB 

spark plug). Dr. Rask’s LDA mea- | mum of trial-and-error testing. The Dr. Rodney Rask is a Senior Staff 
surements have identified design LDA findings are also being used Research Engineer in the Fluid 
features that control cyclic varia- to validate and calibrate engine Mechanics Department at the 
bility. flow computer models under devel- — General Motors Research Labora- 

opment. tories. 
"From our measurements,” Dr. Rask received his under- 

IGURE 1 shows mean velocity Dr. Rask states, “we have been able graduate and graduate degrees in 
measured at a single location to deduce how changes in the ge- | mechanical engineering from the 

during an engine cycle. High ve- — ometry of the port and combustion University of Minnesota. His Ph.D. 
locity exists during the intake chamber modify the velocity field. thesis concerned the Coanda 
stroke when the inlet flow is rush- | These flow field effects are now effect. 
ing through the narrow valve being used to help designers tailor Prior to joining General 
opening. This jet-like flow into the engine combustion for optimum Motors in 1973, Dr. Rask worked 
cylinder causes large velocity performance.” on the design of nuclear reactors at 
differences between adjacent cyl- the Knoll’s Atomic Power Labora- 
inder locations and produces FA nm men EL ~ tories. In addition to further refine- 
strong turbulence. As the end of General Motors ments in LDA measurement 
the intake stroke is approached techniques, his current research 
(180 degrees in Figure 1), the levels interests include computer simula- 
of both mean velocity and turbu- | tion of engine systems, with spe- 
lence drop rapidly. This decrease is | cial emphasis on the intake 
a result of the changing boundary | manifold. 
conditions for the cylinder—from 
strong inflow to no inflow. During | MARK OF EXCELLENCE 
the compression stroke the flow 
field evolves, but it undergoes no 
drastic changes. However, in a 
high-squish chamber, where the 
flow is forced into a small bow] in 
the piston or cylinder head, consid- 
erable turbulence is generated 
near the end of the compression 
stroke. 

Measurements from many 
cylinder locations are necessary to 
make the flow field understand- 
able. Figure 2 shows four flow pat- 
terns covering a period from near 
the end of intake into the compres-



Al i Honored 
for Life A lishments 
EL ae eee] 

civil engineering works, including John H. Johnson, presidential profes- 
By Mary Beth Anderson hydroelectric, irrigation and flood con- sor of mechanical engineering and en- 

trol projects. gineering mechanics at Michigan Tech. 
Eight Wisconsin alumni were recently Russell J. Christesen, president and University, was honored for contribu- 

honored with distinguished service cit- chief operating officer of Ebasco Ser- tions through research to the develop- 
ations at the University of Wisconsin’s vices Inc., New York, was honored for _ ment of procedures that monitor harm- 
College of Engineering annual Engi- contributions to the negotiation and ful engine pollutants and measure wear 
neers’ Day dinner. foundation of a national Nuclear Power __ in diesel engines. 
Two awards for faculty excellence Construction Stabilization Agreement Glenn A. Petersen, president and chief 

were presented at the dinner. W. Robert to be implemented on nuclear construc- operating officer of Simplex Time Re- 
Marshall, former Dean of the College of _ tion sites. corder Co., was cited for contributions to 
Engineering and current Director of John E. Gwyn, research engineer and _ the design, development and production 
the University Industry Research Pro- _ senior research associate with Shell Oil’s of communication and building security 
gram at UW-Madison, was presented Shell Development Co., Houston, was sytems. 
with the Byron Bird award for excel- cited for his contributions to reactor William R. Schowalter, professor of 
lence in a research publications. mechanics and fluid dynamics research chemical engineering at Princeton Uni- 

Professor Charles G. Hill, Jr.waspre- in oil, chemical, and coal and shale _ versity, was honored asa researcher and 
sented with the Benjamin Smith Rey- _ processing. educator in fluid mechanics, especially 
nolds Award for excellence in teaching. Donald A. Gyorog, associate technical as it transcends specific engineering 
Hill, who teaches thermodynamines, director for Systems Concept and Tech- fields. 
kinetics, catalysis, and reactor design, nology, U.S. Army Armament Research Claude R. Whitney, chairman and 
has previously won six awards for teach- and Development Command, Dover, chief executive officer of Allen-Bradley 
ing students. New Jersey, was cited for his contribu- Co., Milwaukee, was cited for contribu- 

Earl J. Beck, executive vice president — tionsto U.S. Army Armaments research _ tions to the technology of precise indus- 
of Harza Engineering Co., Chicago, was __in large and small caliber weapons, bal- trial controls, to the control of American 
cited for leadership in the design and listics, and computer aided design and Wisconsin Industry, and to the 
construction of some of history’s largest systems. greater Milwaukee community. a 

ATTENTION SOPHOMORES 

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING MAJORS: 

How about an “insurance” policy that your Science or Engineering degree will really be used? It would be nice. Especially 
considering the work you put into your degree. 

The Air Force will use your talents. We have openings for young'men and women majoring in selected sciences and 
engineering academic fields . . . like Electrical, General and Mechanical Engineering, Mathematics, Physics, Computer 
Science, Meterology and many more. 

One way to get into these openings is through Air Force ROTC. After completion of the AEROTC requirements, and upon 
your graduation, you'll be commissioned an Officer in the Air Force. 

Purchase your “insurance” policy today by looking into the AFROTC program at the University of Wisconsin - Madison 
campus. Come by 1402 University Avenue, Madison, call (608) 262-3440 or clip and mail the coupon below. Act NOW! 
Its good insurance. 

Clip and Mail TODAY or Phone 262-3440 lam interested in your two-year AFROTC) J 
Mail to: AFROTC Det 925 Program. Send information to: 

1402 University Avenue Name opeccccisssen ox essecasennne oe omaverarers oe sisseaionce 6 

Madison, Wisconsin 53706 AGGress esissa 04 corres sa eesewn a eorewes ¢ 

Sa 0 2? JHOVEGNS City/State 20.0.0... cece eee 

ROTC 
Gateway to a great way of life. 
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i inM Baskets: utting Eggs in Many bas : 

One Route to E ic Stability 
Ea ae a Oe SA 0D EY] 

By Scott Knox Wisconsin Power and Light (WP&L) 
is a Madison based, central Wisconsin - 2. 

From the industrial revolution to the utility. Jerry Olson, a strategic planner y 
1960’s there was an average increase of for WP&L describes the company and : 
seven percent per year inthedemandfor the industry as “maturing”, and says Be 
electricity, andasimilar growthratefor that “Wisconsin Power and Light is ee) 

natural gas. During this time utility seeking better growth, and lower risk — 
companies grew ina healthy economic — through business diversification”. Some tay \ 

environment and benefitted from eco- of the areas that WP&L is exploring ip 
nomies of scale. Then came the seven- and/or involved in are Telecommunica- ‘= * 

ties, a decade of skyrocketing energy tions, Environmental Services, and 4 
costs, social awareness of energy con- Energy Services.  % eS « 

sumption, and conservation. The result As the name implies, diversification a oe. \ 4 
was an abrupt slowing of the growth _ involvesseveral types of activity. In eco- .. en ‘ “aN 
rate. The utility companies found them- nomic terms, diversification is a capital a. CS J 
selves overestimating in their predic- investment in a variety of businesses. 
tions, and thus slowing down their plan- Usually this implies having over half of Wisconsin Power & Light strategic plan- 
ning and construction in adjustment to the stock in various companies. Paul ner Jerry Olson says that WP&L is seek- 
the changes in society. Koeppe, aplanner/developer for WP&L, ing better growth and lower risk through 

Today in the eighties consider Joe’s sees several changes occuring during business diversification. 

Utility Company. Joe has aone percent the diversification of WP&L. First are = —————__________ 

annual increase in demand for electric- the effects of owning subsidiaries; isadevice for changing the DC output of 
ity and adecreasing demand for natural second is more involvement with the the turbine into AC that is matched in 

gas. His cost per new kilowatt produced changingenergy field. Wisconsin Power phase with the power lines. Windworks 

is greater than what hemakesfromthat and Light’s involvement on both ofthese _ sells its products in the U.S. and abroad 
kilowatt, and he is no longer building a_ fronts is being researched and actual- and is reported as doing well. 
new facility every year. Infact hedoesn’t ized. A question one might ask about a util- 
plan to start another one until after the Telecommunications is one field ity’s diversifying efforts is: How will 
year 1990. What is Joe to do? which is developing rapidly. WP&L is this affect the utility’s services and cus- 

This energy situation has caused util- watching this field closly for potential tomers? This is a complicated question. 
ity companies to study their economic investment opportunity. By investing in growing, potentially 
position. One viable solution utilities are The environmental service which profitable businesses, a utility can in- 

actively exploring is growth through WP&L is studying is that of industrial crease its marginal revenue and strength- 
diversification. waste management. Jerry Olson notes en its financial condition, provided the 

ome that WP&L is a holding company of a investments are good ones. Economic 
: — | waste management subsidiary. Their stability would result in a utility that 

bos involvement is beyond the research could provide good utility service at a 
* 7 di stage with their recent acquisition of minimal cost. Opponents to utility di- 
; ee, | ao Residuals Management Technology, versification contend however that util- 

“/ FP. y Inc. of Madison. RMT specializes in ity diversification might result in an 
(<3 a Hie solid and hazardous waste management. overemphasis on corporate profits so 
a ei) Wisconsin Power and Light is also that subsidiaries might divert the utili- 

L ; 3 i actively involved in the area of energy _ ty’s attention away from their primary 

b ‘te services. About two yearsagoaresearch function. 

; @. _ d-portion of WP&L was doing a routine It is apparent that because of stable 

4 \ f _ study of anenergy product. The product energy demand and their present mar- 
r “af - (Fes _ performed so well during the tests that ginal costs, utility companies will have 
f on /. ' WP&L decided to invest in the com- to increase their marginal revenues. 

“Se \ \ pany. The product is a wind energy con- Making diversified capital investments 
Re om ‘ a) version system. The company, Wind- is one way that utilities can solve the 
om <A illite ~~ orks has been a subsidiary of WP&L economic problems they are now facing. 

for the past 18 months. Windworks has __It isone example of how American busi- 

cavers CReCuEs SeRUManG! HG Se two main products: the wind turbine, nesses must constantly beon the lookout 

diversification of WP&L called the Windworker and a synchro- for new ways of doing things in order to 

: nous inverter, called the Gemini, which _ stay afloat in a troubled economic sea. 0 
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H to pick n 
International Paper—a company Make sure management is r eS 
that historically hires more gradu- technically oriented. 2 53 
ating engineers than all other disci- Engineers do best in compa- _ ~- ae. 
plines combined—of fers some nies where management under- ak Pays. 
advice on one of the toughest deci- stands the challenges. ; be |e ‘ i, 
sions you'll ever make. IP’s chairman and president : eT] - es | 

Look for a real challenge. are both engineers. So are many Ue i Wy i - 

Engineers are most impor- other wind a an cana ee mals 7 —<—S 
tant to companies with real Management understands the ay (Lom i 
technical problems to solve. technical needs of the Ee ALSO 

At International Paper, businesses. and supports the Engineers find important 
engineers in every discipline. .. peal whe centribute-to challenges at International Paper. 

electrical, chemical, mechani- sOlurions. 
cal, industrial, civil, computer Get a good start. 
science, and more... face chal- Try to join an industry IP’s Technical Career 
lenges like these in the 1980's: leader. Program orients you to the 
how to bring paper mills built A company’s size and company, exposes you to the 
fifty years ago into compliance strength affects the resources many technical career paths 
with tough EPA standards. .. you have to work with, the available, and helps you select 
how to conserve energy Ina Pro- impact your work can have, and successive job assignments that 
cess that’s more energy-intensive the range of opportunities match your talents, experience, 
than aluminum. . -how to design available to you. and interests with the needs 
automated packaging Systems International Paper is a of the company. From the 
match the speed of today’s pro- Fortune 100 company, with sales beginning, both on-the-job and 
duction lines... how to reduce of over $4 billion in 1982. IP formal classroom training help 
waste and squeeze maximum makes more paper than all of you to improve your own 
value out of an evermore-costly Scandinavia—more than any abilities and build a rewarding 
fiber resource. other company in the world. career. And you choose your 
=e pe memmem We're the world’s lead- own long-term direction—a 
Se ee 2 Fc ing producer of paper continuing and expanding role 

a aie Reet packaging, and a grow- in science and technology 
LA) Vea ing force in solid wood or a move into managerial 

i [om A, & 4 products. IP is also the ranks. 
Py / st 4 ae world’s largest private Opportunities for top qual- 

iy a 2 AS} owner of forestland, ity engineers are available at 
ey een oe “s ©) with overseven million — many of our mills and other 
ijk. _ i Se acres. Every share of IP facilities throughout the coun- 

wy aa —_ B. ,  stock is backed by one- try... from Androscoggin, 
j Se egg § seventh of an acre of Maine to Mobile, Alabama to 

a —— — G wholly-owned land. Gardiner, Oregon. 

Tougher clean air and water quality standards 
require DMovative approaches 

fou'll be solving s > of the 

chal ut Fanlying some Sune Check your placement office to see if we will be inter- 
IP is investing six billion dollars viewing on campus ... or send us a letter detailing your 
Intsix Vears'to Moderize and academic background and career goals. Write to: 
expand paper mills, packaging Manager-Corporate Recruiting, Department LMB, 
plants, and solid wood products International Paper Company, 
facilities. One such project: the 77 West 45th Street, New York, New York 10036 

world’s most advanced con- 
tainerboard mill, completed in @) INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY 
Louisiana at a cost of more than An equal opportunity employer, M/F 
$600 million.
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Bring Out Your Best... 
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7 2 ! 
That's our philosophy at Anheuser-Busch, the opportunity to bring out your best, con- 

and that's the opportunity we're offering you y sider the fast track challenges within our 

in terms of a meaningful and rewarding An YOU Central Engineering Department and Cor- 

career to look forward to. Bringing out the porate Management Training Program 

best in our people demands creative man- C Find out how you can bring out your 

agement, well-defined career objectives, Ol ! ie Out best at Anheuser-Busch by speaking with 

reasons to succeed, and tangible rewards . our recruiters when they come to your cam- 

for doing so. Some call it winning. We call it us. To reserve your personal interview 

ti Inner ¢ tradition. If you're working towards your ° time, sign up at the campus Placement 

BS.M.E., B.S.E.E. or B.S.LE. and you'd like Office. We'll take you further. Faster. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F ANHEUSER-BUSCH COMPANIES 

St. Louis, Missouri
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e A Taste of the Real Thing 

The Co-op Program 
Ea TTS ELSON] 

By Deanna Tenor ~ r By co-opping, one can learn these 
and Dawne Stevens =a a : J as, skills and gain confidence during school 

. | : . is a eS , years. This is also a great way to view 
Cooperative Education is an old low 5 Bae Be different types of jobs and come to a 

alternative in engineering education ; 2 Se gare ey decision about which is the most appeal- 
that is taking on new importance be- =. (oy, aa az: ing. Many graduating seniors do not 
cause of the recent flood of engineers on ‘aE i Seen. daa know what area of their chosen field 
the job market. Job openings aren’t as Mima” &! af ao. Vie they would like to enter, while a cooper- 
plentiful and engineering students must «¥ UN = A 2) ative engineer often is moved from job to 
look for ways to increase their post- * ! ws , job, getting hands-on experience in 
graduate employability. A growing many areas. 

number of students are turning to the The experience gained, both social The company the engineer is employed 
cooperative education program for that and work-related, is invaluable. The with has the option of hiring the student 
purpose, . oo, . whole attitude about how problems are after graduation. If the company is 

Cooperative education is a tri-fold handled and how co-workers interact pleased with past performance, it is 
agreement between the student, em- and react with each other and manage- profitable to them because they have 

ployer, and school that provides many ment, is quite different from college. It already trained the engineer. Most 
“ . . . takes readjustment of one’s line of interviewing companies would rather 

It gives the feeling of being thought. With this comes an added ma- _ take astudent with two years experience 
partially out of college early.” turity and confidence. and training over a senior with rela- 
i ee oe Real life problems are not like text- tively little. In conclusion, co-operative 
benefits for all three. Each student al- book problems. The engineer isnot given education will see the graduate finan- 
ternates semesters between work and all the information and variables. He cially stable, a few years experience 
school. must learn how to research to find the underfoot and confident on that first day 

Perhaps the greatest benefit of co- problemandthe necessary information. of work.” 
opping is that co-op students are more This is a hard skill to learn, but it is a Stan Frey: “The co-operative educa- 
employable and receive higher starting necessity. tion program was first brought to my 
salaries than students who are not in the 
program. It has been found that 90% of WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA_ WSA 

co-op students find immediate job place- 
ment at graduation, as compared to only 

30% for students not involved in the Ever heard of 
program. 

The school is not left out from the J 
benefits either. This program eases en- e WSA Ss Health Insurance Plans? 
rollment pressure in crowded depart- 

i aEEaeNade We oe --Affordable student policies available on a per semester 
enthusiastic attitude toward classes. basis. 
The higher percentage of graduate 
placement also gives the school a better @ WSA ’S Used-Book Exchange? 
national reputation. 

We talked to a few co-op students and 

they were willing to share their expe- _ "ne j j it? ends with themenmrere When you're in a pinch, it’s there to help you study. 

Carol Loveland: “Upon commence- . 
ment from college, joining America’s @ WSA ’S Exam File? 
work force can be difficult at best, unless . 
the engineer has an edge. One of these : . i could be graduating with the highest --Avoid the middleman, buy lower and sell higher at next 
honors, another is knowing someone on semester’s campus book swap. 
the inside. Maybe not the quickest, but 
by far the most worthwhile edge is in 
cooperative education. WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA_ WSA 
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Engineering 
Recruitment Looks Up 

Liz a eae eee ee a a era 

attention in a freshman orientation lec- American companies are looking for 

ture. I decided as soon as I heard of the engineers again, according to recuit- "150 
program to see if I could get involved tf ment figures at University of Wisconsin- ENGINEERING COOPERATIVE 
it. For me, the reasons in favor of co- Madison. PLACEMENT EDUCATION 
opping far outweighed those against it. James A. Marks, head of the College , 

The co-op program opened a lot of of Engineering placement office, re- Prof. uA. Marks, Dir. Prof. W.W. Wuerger, Dir 
opportunities for me. The first was the ported in November that 18 percent Mrs. Olive O. Ebert Me: Chris! Brennan: 
chance to get interviewing experience more companies have come to campus Mrs. Mae Nelson 
and practice in writing a resume. Most _ this fall than came last year at the same Mrs. Bonnie Knutson 
co-ops don’t get a job on the first inter- time. The number of firms that have 
view, so they get a chance to hone their canceled visits -- because they have no OFFICE HOURS 7:00-4:30 
interviewing skills. This proves to be job openings -- is down 81 percent. Open Me Year Round 
helpful when interviewing for perman- “We are absolutely full up,” said 
ent employment, also. Marks, pointing to his recruiting ap- Cy BFS CASO 

After getting ajob I foundI had hita pointment book. “It’s safe to say we’re up proto ny . 
gold mine of opportunities that many at least 15 percent in recruiter activity 
engineering students at Wisconsin never on campus.” Marks still remembers 1982-83 witha 

consider. Simply working on a day-to- For Marks, that’s a reason to begin shudder. “I’ve never seen it as bad as it 

day basis with professional engineers, smiling again. was last year, and I’ve been doing this 
technicians and administrators gives The turnaround in engineering re- for almost 30 years,” he said. 
the co-op the skill to solve practical cruitment comes after a disastrous year “T was appalled one night last spring. I 
industrial problems. These manage- that saw seniors waiting in line over- walked out of here at 5:30 p.m. and there 
ment skills can’t be learned in the class- night for interviews with companies were already students in line with sleep- 
room. that had few if any openings. The lines ing bags (for morning interviews). I 

The only disadvantage that many see areshorter now, an hour at most, Marks _couldn’t sleep. I came down at midnight 
with co-opping is the added timeittakes said, and he is convinced from expe- and let them in.” 
to graduate. Many students have atti- rience that the increase in recruiter It was a year, he said, when only top 
tudes that they just want to get out of activity will turn into jobs. students got several job offers and when 
college as fast as possible. I have the “When recruiting started, I wasn’t graduates in chemical engineering -- 

same attitude, but I really don’t see anywhere near as optimistic as I am normally a hot field -- were stung by 

cooperative education as dragging out now.” He said he’s looking forward to slowdowns in the chemical and petro- 
my college career. On the contrary, it next spring when, he said, “I hear from _]eum industries. 

gives me the feeling of being partially others (recruiters) that things are really This year, he said, “we’re finding 

out of college early. going to take off.” companies looking for chemical engi- 
Every other semester I get achance to Onecompany recruiter, John R. Young- neers.” The number of companies on 

live in the “real world” where my life blood of Cummins Engine Co., Colum- campus is up 18 percent. The number of 
doesn’t revolve around getting three bus, Ind.,saidhe’slookingforengineers recruiters is up 16 percent. Reports of 
problem sets done by Monday. Although again because his company is convinced _job offers are beginning to come in. And 
I like the college social life, I find myself the recovery will persist at least into most companies, it seems, are looking 
looking forward to going back to work 1985. “Orders are starting to pick up” for electrical engineers. 
for a semester and living in a society for the firm’s diesel engines, he said, and “There’s no question that electrical 

where weekends are all mine and eve- he is looking for graduates in electron- engineering is top priority, and top 
ryone isn’t between the ages of 18 and ics, mechanical engineering and engi- demand,” he said. Other seniors having 

23. neering mechanics. little difficulty in gathering job offers 
This social variety and the fact that I In addition, said Youngblood, Cum- are women, minorities and those with a 

earn more than enough to put myself mins is seeking engineers that can pro- “B” average or better, he said. 
through school far outweighs the fact vide the firm some flexibility in the About 40 percent of the college’s 1,000 
that I graduate a year later. To put it future. “We're hiring people with more seniors graduate in December, Marks 
simply, I feel like co-opping really gives generalized skills now, rather thanspe- said. Another 50 percent graduate in 
one a head-start on life after college and _ ialists,” he said. May and the other 10 percent in August. 

I’m glad I got the opportunity to expe- Marks contrasted this fall’s upbeat About two-thirds of the graduates are 
rience engineering in the “real world” feeling with a job market that was “de- hunting for jobs, he said, and almost all 
while still in school. OQ  vastated” last year. “Everybody’s more _ of those use the college’s placement ser- 

optimistic about the market,” he said. vice. a 
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vontoth B® that will last for thousands of years their aa cs 
(cont. from page 7.) disposal requires special attention. At Ko xe. at Re mee ene o 

Nuclear power plants produce two the moment most of our spent fuel is * enh se iw Legh 
forms of waste. One is excess heat that Simply stored in large pools, but this is f rin os ; i nea | 

must be disposed of. One method in- at best a otto a elicit ae vit Ae | __— ae = 
volves using cooling ponds where hot cepted method for disposal is to bury i tes —~ SP Cf AOA 
water from the reactor is allowed tocool in geologically stable rock formations oe oe 
off before it is returned to the environ- Over a half mile under the ground. Un- ma Bas _ Area aed 
ment. A more expensive method is to fortunately the first such repository is Se — | Aimee bod sonse sine oy 

run the water through giant cooling Ot expected to be operational until ce mE ial Bea Y 
towers where air is used to cool off the Sometime in the 1990's. . ul 1, WA ee, Re L_| 
water pipes. The water is generally put Whether you consider it to be good, = a ——] 

back into the reactor in this case. bad or ugly, nuclear power is used by 
—-_ nr society. Although this article only 7 E€ 

‘6 hits some of the basic points, it brings a) 
A nuclear reactor can never out enough to give you a general idea of 

explode like a bomb would.” — how a reactor works. We're going to un IVERSIT 
—_—_—,— have to make a lot of decisions as to what 

Radioactive waste inthe formofspent role nuclear power will play in our Ma 
fuel rods is another problem that needs future. And there’s one thing we must BOO STORE 
to be dealt with. Because they remain always do in order to make the wisest 
radioactive and pose a health hazard decisions possible--get the facts. Qo 

= jbl O D = & Madison's Favorite 
Book Store 

UNIVERSITY 711 STATE STREET 
T = A V Ee [ On the State Street Mall 

Our special payment plan is specifically designed for business , . So 
travel and interviews. a oe — = day 

! Summer 
APOLLO COMPUTERIZED SERVICE Monday through Saturday 

specialining in 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 

Corporate Accounts - Students Randall Tower Building NE 
- Professors - General Public Across from Union South . 

Fully Appointed to Represent 4300 West Johnson In the HILLDALE MALL 
All World-Wide Airlines Corner of Randall & Johnson ; oe 

Auto Rental - Rail - Steamship ® General Books —@ Magazines 
2 ia © Bargain Books 

Hotel - Motel --Groups BOaSES OPEN MONDAY - FRIDAY 9:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
SATURDAY 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m 

SUNDAY Noon til 5 p.m 

CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 
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a aiready nave da job wnen I graaud e! 

BECOMING AN OFFICER IS NO SMALL TASK. 

No one is a born leader. No classrooms or graduation certificate confers 
leadership. It evolves in the crucible of necessity formed from the basic 
elements of observation, experience and motivation. You've got to prove 

what it takes and that you want it bad enough to work for it. If this sounds 
like what you want, contact your professor of Naval Science. 

The Navy is accepting applications for two and four year scholarships for 
men and women now. These scholarships provide full tuition, all costs for 
fees, books and uniforms, plus $100 a month, a job upon graduation, and 

career opportunities around the world. 

NROTC Unit 

University of Wisconsin 

1610 University Avenue 

Madison, Wisconsin 53706
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, Make that imagination aided design and robotics. 
Dream things squeeze one million functions You can bring your ideas to 

onto a single microchip. life in just about every area of 
th a f yerer’ wer 5 ” Letitloose on appliances __life—from the office to outer 

that can think for themselves. space, the laboratory to the 
and Say, Why not: Unleash it on computers living room. 

es that can speak the human There's never been a better 
Let your imagination go as_—_ language. time to be an engineer. You've 

far as itcan. Then giveitareal Turn iton to robots thatcan got the tools—the technology— 
workout. see, hear, think, and feel. to take your ideas and run 

Press a button and watch If you can dream it, youcan_ with them. To make tomorrow 
your integrated circuit design do it. And if you're bright, happen faster than ever 
light up a computer screen. __ talented, energetic, creative,  before—starting right now. 
Touch another button and see and determined enough, you And GE? We've got 
a cross-sectional view of your can do it with us. enough resources, diversity, 
heart. You can put your mind to and imagination to keep you 

& You're just scratching the — work on anything from mate- asking, “Why not?” for the rest 
5 5 surface. Keep on going. rials research to computer of your life. 

: 88 ‘An equal opportunity employer ; 
= . 

ef 3 If you can dream it, ean, gt e Pudi you can do it. 22>afa
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